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Options that fit your needs and accept your insurance.

	Real-time help available 24/7.
	Instantly check rehab coverage.
	Personalized admissions guidance.


 (888) 674-0062
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Get Help Now


 (888) 674-0062























Addiction Treatment Centers

Browse and research treatment centers in our comprehensive facility database. Whether you’re looking for help for yourself or a loved one, we’ve got you covered.






























Common Addictions




Discover empowering insights and recovery paths for battling addictions to common addiction.








Alcohol

Explore the journey from alcohol abuse to addiction. Learn signs, effects, and hopeful stories of recovery. Start your path today.

Read More



Opiates

Learn about opiate addiction’s hold on the brain and steps to break free. Find guidance and support to rebuild your life.

Read More



Fentanyl

Discover the realities of fentanyl addiction and the powerful paths out of its shadows. Let’s ignite your journey to recovery.

Read More



Cocaine

Explore the cycle of cocaine addiction and breakthrough with success stories. Be empowered to recover with knowledge and support.

Read More



Stimulants

Unveil the hidden impact of stimulant addiction on mind and body. Discover strategies for overcoming and reclaiming your life now.

Read More



Inhalants

Shed light on the lesser-known dangers of inhalant addiction. Gain insights into recovery and find hope to breathe life anew.

Read More
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Treatment Types




Many different types of drug and alcohol treatment programs are available, including inpatient, outpatient, holistic, luxury, executive, and demographic-specific, such as LGBTQ+ rehab.








Inpatient

Residential treatment offering 24/7 support, intensive therapy, and structured programs for addiction recovery.

Read More
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Outpatient

Flexible treatment programs allowing patients to live at home while attending therapy and support sessions.

Read More
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Detoxification

Medically supervised process to safely remove toxins from the body, easing withdrawal symptoms and starting recovery.
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Dual-Diagnosis

Treatment addressing both substance abuse and concurrent mental health issues for comprehensive recovery.

Read More
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Can I Get My Job Back After Rehab?by Editorial Staff
October 1, 2020Here’s a question you’ll always hear from someone that is considering going to rehab for treatment: “can I get my job back after rehab?” A lot of people are hesitant about… Read More »Can I Get My Job Back After Rehab?
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Should I Travel for Rehab?by Editorial Staff
September 30, 2020One of the first questions anyone could ask after deciding to seek help for their addiction problem is “should I travel for rehab or stay local?”. Well, the answer to this… Read More »Should I Travel for Rehab?
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What Is a Typical Day in Drug Rehab Like?by Editorial Staff
September 16, 2020When you’re preparing for your rehab stay, you might be wondering, “what is a typical day in drug rehab like?”. Although drug abuse treatment programs are slightly different in terms of… Read More »What Is a Typical Day in Drug Rehab Like?
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Find Alcohol and Drug Addiction Rehab Centers

Locate a nearby facility or travel to a rehabilitation center for yourself or a loved one with our extensive and easy to use national directory.
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RehabNow is a referral service that provides information about addiction treatment practitioners and facilities. RehabNow is not a medical provider or treatment facility and does not provide medical advice and does not endorse any treatment facility or guarantee the quality of care provided, or the results to be achieved, by any treatment facility. 
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About Our Helpline

RehabNow.org’s helpline is a private and convenient solution for individuals seeking treatment for addiction or mental illness.

Calls to our helpline (all non-facility specific 1-8XX numbers) will be answered by Treatment Addiction Solutions, or one of our verified local treatment partners.

Our helpline is offered at no cost to you and with no obligation to enter into treatment. In some cases, we charge our verified partner a modest cost per call, which helps us cover the costs of building and maintaining our directory. We do not receive any commission or fee that is dependent upon which treatment provider a visitor ultimately selects.

If our helpline is unable to assist you, we recommend visiting SAMHSA.gov.

































